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Abstract. Botnet represent a critical threat to computer networks because their
behavior allows hackers to take control of many computers simultaneously.
Botnets take over the device of their victim and performs malicious activities on
its system. Although many solutions have been developed to address the
detection of Botnet in real time, these solutions are still prone to several
problems that may critically affect the efficiency and capability of identifying
and preventing Botnet attacks. The current work proposes a technique to detect
Botnet attacks using a feed-forward backpropagation artificial neural network.
The proposed technique aims to detect Botnet zero-day attack in real time. This
technique applies a backpropagation algorithm to the CTU-13 dataset to train
and evaluate the Botnet detection classifier. It is implemented and tested in
various neural network designs with different hidden layers. Results demonstrate
that the proposed technique is promising in terms of accuracy and efficiency of
Botnet detection.
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